Common Alerting Protocol References

- CAP Flyer: [Getting Public Warnings to People Online](#)
- **CAP Implementations by Country**
  - Introduction to CAP: [Training video](#) [English](#) [English with Arabic subtitles](#) [10-minute video](#)
- Common Alerting Protocol - Specifications: **Version 1.1**  **Version 1.2**
- Distinguishing High Priority Alerts:
  - [GDPC Guide for Identifying High Priority Public Warnings](#)
  - Regulations, Canada - Requirements of "broadcast immediately" (Broadcasting Decision CRTC 2011-438)
- Common Alerting Protocol - File size constraints: [Technical Advisory Note, Canada](#)
- Hazards App, from the IFRC Global Disaster Preparedness Center (GDPC)
- Publishers
- Google CAP Creator freeware: [Code](#) [Guide](#)
- Google Public Alerts: [Description](#) [Displayed in Google Maps](#)
- International Register of Alerting Authorities
- Federation for Internet Alerts (FIA): [Website](#) [Public Warning Design Guidelines for FIA Messaging](#) [Draft Reference](#)
- Service for FIA Messaging
- OASIS Emergency Management Technical Committee
- Overview of Cell Broadcast
- Task Analysis for Composing a CAP Alert Message
- Templates for 20 emergency alert situations (available in: Dutch, English, French, Papiamentu, Spanish)
- WMO Administrative Procedure for Registering WMO Alerting Identifiers (TD No. 1556/PWS-20)
- WMO Guidelines for Implementation of CAP-Enabled Emergency Alerting (TD No. 1109/PWS-27), (available in: Arabic, English, French, Russian, Spanish)